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The French NFI : flexibility at the heart of the design
François MORNEAU1, Stéphanie WURPILLOT1, Jean-Daniel
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Introduction:
The growing demands of society on forests have pushed forward NFIs who had to evolve and adapt over
time. However, in a context of forests being at the center of many challenges, reactivated by global
changes, this adaptation has been particularly accelerated in recent years. The demands now comes from
a broader public (national/international policy makers, industries, environmental organisations,
research, people) who is seeking for more information, more precise and easily accessible.
In order to respond to these demands, some NFIs are moving from a knowledge tool on forests to a
somehow environmental monitoring system. These renewed inventories must be able to easily integrate
new (diverse) needs and to be reactive in case of dramatic perturbations (fires, storms, massive dieback).
In this context, NFIs must be powerful, responsive and easily adaptable tools. This involves a change in
their design, from the sampling plan, to the provision of baseline information through revised estimation
techniques using more and more auxiliary information, often derived from remote sensing.
The purpose of the communication is to present the innovations implemented or under development in
the French inventory to adapt a quite old (now 60 years) tool to this new context.
Materials and methods:
The communication will present the recent changes in the French NFI :
•

sampling design (continuous inventory);

•

estimators and the use of external data thanks to post-stratification.

Results:
We will insist on the search for flexibility of the French NFI design and the information system actually
developed :
•

On the fly production of results via specific tools;

•

Easy addition, combination of new variables;

•

Improvement of estimates thanks to new data via post-stratification (DHM);

•

Derivation of the national tool to specific case (regional) studies : on demand inventories.

•

Reactivity after events like storms.

Conclusion:
A NFI is a work in progress, always evolving to address new needs, gain more precision, a finest
resolution… at constant or decreasing costs. New solutions have to be found, new auxiliary data have
to be mobilised in order to answer the multiple demands. Achieving that necessitate to find or form the
future engineers and researchers who will build the next generation of NFIs. This question is crucial in
a domain where human resources are rare.
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